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Comparative Commuting Costs: 
and Driving Alone 

V anpooling, Carpooling, 

JOHN M. BAILEY 

The cons of alternative commuting modes are compared by developing and 
using models that recognize both time and travel cosu. Vanpool survey data 
from the Baltimore region are used to calculate cons and find an equal-con 
commuting distance beyond which vanpooling is cheaper than carpooling or 
driving alone. The dittance is found to ba approximately 18.5 miles for leased 
vanpools that provide front·door service and 30 mllM for leased vanpools that 
pick up passengers at a tow central places. Hownver, front·door van pooh seom 
loss workable for commuting distances beyond 30 miles. Equal·cost distance is 
shown to decrease, which makes vanpooling cost•effecliva for smaller commut· 
ing distances, as the result of various changes. These include increased fuel 
cost, an increase in the perceived cost of operating an automobile, employer 
subsidy, provision of tall rebatesorfreo loans for purchasas of vans, and 
elimination of free commuter parking. High·occupancy..Yahicle lanes would 
encourage vanpooling but no more than other, less costly strategies. Lighter 
7·passongor vans do not appear to be as cost-effective as do 13-passenger vans. 
Th• docroa'e in equal-cost commuting distance with perceived value of ti mo 
suggosts that vanpoollng should be attractive to lower-income workers if they 
\Wiii given an opportunity to join e van pool. 

As part of a project to estimate the market for van
pooling in the Baltimore region, models have been 
developed to compare the costs of participatinq in a 
vanpool with the costs of other modes that could be 
used for commuting long distances to work, Five 
modes are considered: driving alone, carpooling, 
front-door-service vanpools, central-pickup van
pools, and subscription bus. The commuting distance 
is assumed to be beyond that of regular bus transit, 
so mode is not included in the cost comparisons. 

The cost models bui l d on an equation developed by 
Johnson and Sen <ll, They include perceived value 
of time as well ai travel costs; thus inconvenience 
factors are recognized as well as money spent. The 
models are then applied to the Baltimore region by 
using data obtained locally, particularly from a 
vanpool survey conducted by the Mass Transit Admin
istration (MTA) of the Maryland Department of Trans
portation (MDOT) in 1980 C.~l. 

The relative perceived costs of the modes as 
given by the models depend on commutinq distance. 
For each pair of commuting modes there is a commut
ing distance called the equal-cost commuting dis
tance beyond which one of them (vanpooling in par
ticular) is less costly, Insofar as cost is a 
factor in mode choice, the models can be used to 
find the commuting distance over which a particular 

mode would be most attractive. Recent work has em
phasized the importance of social factors in the 
decision to join a vanpool, but cost savings remain 
important <1-11. 

COMMUTING-COST MODELS 

Drive Alone 

Equation 1 shows the round-trip cost of commuting as 
perceived by a person driving alone a distance L 
between home and work. The first part of the ex
pression represents the perceived time costs of mak
ing the ttip and the second part, the perceiv~d cost 
of operating the automobile. Clearly, the less 
aware a driver is of the real costs of operating an 
automobile, the cheaper the drive-alone tcip becomes. 

Round· trip commuting cost (drive alone)= 2L[(T/S) + C00 ) (1) 

where 

L = one-way direct commuting distance from home 
to work, 

T ~perceived value of time ($/hi, 
s average speed during drive-alone trip to 

work or during line-haul portion of carpool 
or vanpool trip to work, and 

C0 a = cost of operating an automobile as perceived 
by person driving alone ($/mile). 

Carpool 

Equation 2 estimates the round-trip cost of com
muting as perceived by a member of a carpool. The 
carpool is assumed to meet at a central place that 
is an average distance (d) from the homes of the 
poolers and then travel a d i stance [L - (d/21 J from 
the pickup place to work. (After joinlnq the pool, 
members must travel an extra distance d/2 each moi:n
ing and afternoon. l The first term represents the 
time and travel costs of the daily trip to the 
pickup place and back . The second term represents 
the trip between pickup and work. Note that car
poolers' perceived cost of operating an automobile, 
Coa• may be different from that of a person driving 
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alone. Results of surveys indicate that both s and 
Sp depend on co~nuting distance, but that Sp, 
the average speed be tween home and pickup place, 
never exceeded 20 mph. 

Round-trip commuting cost (carpool)= 2d[(T/Sp) + (C~a/°'1p)] 
+ 2[L - (d/2)] [(T/S) 

+ (C~a/Opw)l 

where 

(2) 

d = distance driven by carpool or vanpool mem
ber to pickup place (milesl , 

Sp = average speed during trip to pickup place, 
coa cost of operating an automobile as perceived 

by person already carpooling ($/mile), 
Ohp: vehicle occupancy from home to pickup place, 

and 
Opw = carpool occupancy from pickup place to work. 

Front-Door-Service Vanpools 

The MTA vanpool survey <±> indicated that 80 percent 
of the vanpools picked up passengers at a few cen
tral places. However, a number of vanpool groups 
were interviewed in which most of the passengers 
were picked up near their front door. The operating 
characteristics of these vanpools were sufficiently 
different to warrant separate classification. Equa
tion 3 divides the daily costs of participating in a 
front-door vanpool into four parts. The first term, 
which represents the perceived time costs per pas
senger of picking up and distributing, assumes that 
the average passenger is in the van durinq half of 
its pickup and delivery time. The second term rep
resents the round-trip perceived time cost of the 
line-haul portion of the trip. The third term rep
resents the daily operating costs of the van. The 
round-trip distance (D) traveled by the van exceeds 
the direct round-trip commuting distance (2LJ but 
must be paid for by the passengers. The last term 
represents the fixed costs that must be paid to a 
leasing company or the owner for the use of the 
van. It is a real cost that must be shaC"ed by the 
passenger regardless of mileage traveled and is one 
barrier that has tended to limit vanpooling to 
longer commuting trips thus far. 

Round-trip commuting cost (front-door service vanpool) 

= 2T(tp/2) + 2T(ti) + D(C0 ./P) + (Crv/21P) 

where 

(3) 

tp Q one-way pickup time for vanpool, 
tL a one-way line-haul time between last pickup 

place and work, 
D a round-trip distance traveled by van each 

day (miles), 
C0 v =cost of operating van ($/mile), 
Cfv monthly fixed costs for van ($/mile), and 

P number of passengers in vanpool. 

Central-Plckup Vanpools 

Equation 4 shows the dail.y costs per passenger in a 
vanpool that picks up passengers at a few central 
pickup places. One term is added to the. previous 
vanpool cost expression. It represents the per
ceived costs of the trip to pickup place and re
turn. If costs of driving alone and for vanpooling 
are being compared (C0 a> , the automobile operating 
cost as perce ived by a person now driving alone is 
used in this first term. If carpooling and vanpool
ing ~re being compared, then Coa• the automobile op
erating cost as perceived by an active carpooler, is 
used. 
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Round-trip commuting cost (central-pickup vanpool) 

= 2d[(T/Sp) + (C~./Ohp)] + 2T(tp/2) + 2T(ti.) + D(C0 v/P) + (Crv/21P) (4) 

Subscription Bus 

In localities where the demand is sufficient, a com
muter bus provided by the transit authority or a 
private operator provides an alternative to the 
modes discussed previously. If the bus picks up 
passengers at several places, then the cost expres
sion would be similar to that for a central-pickup 
vanpool, and appropriate values for C0 v and Cfv 
would be inserted. An express bus servinq one 
pickup place would have pickup time tp • o. 

COMPARATIVE COSTS 

The models outlined above were applied to the Balti
more region by using assumed or local survey values 
for the parameters. The numbers obtained are listed 
below: 

C0 a $0.093/mile for persons drivinq alone, 
coa = $0.165/mile for carpool vehicle, 
C0 v $0.19/mile for vans, 
Cfv $416/month for leased van, 
C0 v $1.25/mile for 45-passenqer bus, 
cfv $1360.80/month for 45-passenger bus, 

d (O.lJL, approximately, up to a limit of 4 
miles, 

D (2L + 10.61 for front-door-service vanpools, 
(2L + 5.4) for central-pickup vanpools, 

Ohp 
Opw : 

p 

s 
Sp 

T : 

tp 

tL 

l. 3, 
2. 5. 
13.2 passengers, 
10 + L up to limit of 45 mph, 
10 + L up to limit of 20 mph, 
$6/h, 
0.5 h for front-door-service vanpools, 
0.3 h for central-pickup vanpools, 
0.78 (L/S) for front-door-service vanpools, 
and 
(L - 3.3)/S for central-pickup vanpools. 

The values of C0 a and C0a are averaqe results ob
tained by using data from a local commutinq survey 
conducted in the fall of 1980. They are based on 
responses to a question asking for daily perceived 
drivinq costs ( includinq Parking). Commuting mile
age was measured from maps. For an averaqe 1980 
automobile using $1.25/qal fuel and getting 17 miles 
to the qallon ($1.25/17 = $0.073/milel, $0.093/mile 
calculated for persons now drivinq alone corresponds 
to a perceived cost of fuel plus 2 cents/mile. The 
carpool opei:atinq cost of $0 .165/mile was obtained 
by multiplying the perceived automobile operating 
cost per carpool member ($0. 066/milel times a re
gional average carpool occupancy !Opwl of 2. 5 
<§.>. Carpool members perceived a higher automobile 
operating cost. However, both of these perceived 
costs are less than the actual cost of operating an 
automobile. It will be shown later that cost of 
operating an average automobile in 1980 was approxi
mately $0.20/mile. 

Values of C0 v and Cfv for vans are 1980 num
bers obtained from VANGO, Inc., the organization 
that promotes vanpooling in Maryland. With Cov = 
$0 .19/mile and Cfv • $416/month, each member of a 
13.2-passenger vanpool must pay $0.19/13.2 = $0.014/ 
mile and $416/(21 x 13.21 = $1.50/day. For a 50-
mile round-trip van the monthly fare would be $46.62. 

The values of C0 v and Cfv for 45-passenger 
buses are assumed 1980 values, based on MTA expe
rience. 

Vehicle occupancy between home and pickup place 
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(Ohpl was obtained in local par k-and-ride surveys 
Ill. The same value, 1.3, was used for vehicles 
traveling to vanpool pickup places. 

The value of time used for the base calculation, 
$6/h, is assumed. The literature contains a wide 
range of values of time, depending on the type of 
travel decision being made C!l. The value of $6/h, 
equal to half the wage rate of a person earning 
$24 000/year, was chosen because it led to reason
able agreement between the cost models and results 
obtained in the MTA vanpool survey (l_l • For sim
plicity, the same value of time was used for driving 
alone, carpooling, driving to and from pickup, and 
line-haul travel. 

Values for the other parameters are average re
sults obtained from responses gathered in the van
pool survey. The value given for d does not mean 
that the distance driven to the pickup place was 
1 imited to 4 miles but merely that for direct com
muting distances L in excess of 40 miles, d no 
longer correlated with L and had an average value of 
4 miles. 

The same may be said of the values for S and 
Sp• Once vans ha ve picked up all passenge rs, 
their aver age line-haul . speed (Sl was the same as 
that for a single-occupant car driven directly be
tween home and work. 

It is interesting to note that in the Maryland 
survey, pickup time (tpl did not correlate with 
L. Some of the l ongest pickup times were for vans 
traveling short commuting distances. 

There was great scatter in the line-haul times 
(tLl of the front-door service vans. However, it 
did correlate with a fraction (0.78) of drive-alone 
time (L/Sl. The average line-haul distance for 
central-pickup vanpools was equal to L - 3,3, so 
tL a (L - 3.3)/S. 

The values for front-door-service vans are based 
on 26 pools and, for central-pickup vans, on 88 
pools. 

If the locally obtained values given for all the 
parameters are inserted in the four cost equations, 
the value of the direct commuting distance L at 
which costs of two competing modes become equal 
(equal-cost commuting distance) can be calculated. 

The results are calculated below: 

Front-door vanpool versus drive alone: t = 18.8. 

Front-door vanll<>Ol versus carpool: L • 18.3. 

Central-pickup vanpool versus drive alone: L • 30.2. 

Central-pickup vanpool versus carpool: L = 29.5. 

The values of L shown do not indicate the vanpool or 
carpool distance, but the direct one-way home-to
work commuting distance at which vanpooling becomes 
the less costly alternative. The cost comparisons 
assume that the vans are leased. 

The equations indicate, first, that the cost of 
vanpooling drops below that of driving alone and 
that of participating in a 2.5-person carpool at 
approximately the same commuting distance (18.3-18.8 
miles for front-door-service vanpools and 29. 5-30. 2 
miles for central-pickup vanpoolsl. In the Maryland 
vanpool survey, nearly half of the vanpoolers had 
formerly carpooled. The results calculated above 
indicate that vanpooling should be equally attrac
tive on a cost basis to carpoolers and to solo driv
ers, were they given the opportunity . 

At first g1ance , it is surpris ing that front
door-service vanpools, which consume an average of a 
half-hour each morning and afternoon picking up and 
distributing passengers, should be cost-compe t i tive 
at a smaller commuting distance than central-pickup 
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vanpools, However, the front-door service does 
eliminate the round trip to the pickup place, which 
is costly in terms of time and money. (For a 2.5-
mile trip at 20 mph to and from the pickup place and 
a one-way direct commuting distance L = 25 miles, 
the cost of the trip to pickup and back is $2.13 
compared with $11.52 for the rest of the trip to and 
from work. l 

The MT!'. vanpool survey (_.£1 verifies the calcu
lated difference between the two types of vanpools. 
The average one-way commuting distance (L) was 19.7 
miles for front-door vanpools and 30.9 miles for 
central-pickup vanpools, which indicates that front
door-service vanpools are indeed attractive at in
termediate commuting distances. 

The lower cost per mile of front-door-service 
vanpools cannot be extended to very larqe commuting 
distances. In most cases, the half-hour pickup time 
on which the calculations were based would not be 
maintained for longer commuting trips. Only two 
front-door-service vanpools responding to the MTA 
survey had values of L greater than 31 miles. 

For a value of time T "' $6, carpooling is less 
costly than driving alone for the commuting dis
tances considered, I'. comparison of the two was thus 
not calculated. 

In calculating the cost of commuting on a 45-
passenger subscription bus, it was assumed that 50 
percent deadheading would be required. That is, for 
each revenue mile, the bus would have to be driven a 
mile empty. This allows for traveling from a down
town storage facility, for example, to the morning 
pickup place and then returning to the facility at 
the end of the day, By using this assumption, an 
unsubsidized bus carrying 45 passengers costs more 
than vanpooling for all commuting distances, so a 
comparison was not calculated. If the bus could be 
stored near the morning pickup place overnight to 
reduce deadheading, commuter bus would be competi
tive for L greater than 18-20 miles. 

CHANGES IN REl'.L AND PERCEIVED COMMUTING COSTS 

The calculations to this point match common vanpool 
experience: The pools tend to be made up of persons 
traveling a long distance to work. l'.s long as this 
is true, vanpooling will constitute a minor portion 
of overall r idesharing activity, In the Baltimore 
region, only 18 percent of work trips are longer 
than 20 miles and 3 percent are longer than 30 
miles. Nevertheless, the equal-cost distance of 
vanpools versus driving alone is slightly larger 
than that versus c arpooling because Coa = S0.093/ 
mile is used in the comparison. For comparing van
pooling with carpooling, C0 a "' $0.165/mile is used . 

Thus, the estimated potential for vanpooling in 
the region is very l i mited unless some of the cost 
parameters in the equations change. Now that we 
have estimated the length of trip over which van
pooling is cheaper than driving alone or carpooling , 
let us see what the effect on the equal-cost commut
ing distance would be if the value of some of the 
perceived or real time-cost or travel-cost parame
ters were changed. With this, we may see an expan
sion of the potential market for vanpoolinq. 

Increased Fuel Cost 

First, consider an increase in the cost of fuel. 
Keep the same perception of automobile operating 
costs as that used previously: 

For solo drivers• C0 a = ($1.25/17 mpg) + $0.02/mile 
• $0. 093/mile 

or (fuel cost/17) + 0.02. 
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Table 1. Variation in equal-cost commuting distance with changes in real and 
perceived commuting cost5. 

Front-Door Front-Door Central- Central-
Vanpool Vanpool Pickup Van- Pickup Van-
Versus Versus pool Versus pool Versus 

Cost Drive Alone• Carpoolb Drive Alonec Carpoold 

Fuel ($/gal) 
I.SO 16.7 17.7 23 26.2 
2.00 13 .4 16.3 II 21.2 
3.00 10.5 14.2 6 15.2 
4.00 8.3 13 JO.I 

Increased C08 

($/mile) 
0.13 13.6 13 
0.20 9.2 17 4 20.5 
0 .163° II 18.5 7 30 

T( $/h) 
12 26 20.4 57 48.8 
10 23.2 19.6 50 41.5 

8 20.9 18.8 43 35.5 
6 18.8 18.3 30.2 29.5 
4 16.2 17 19.6 24.1 
2 13.6 15.5 14.3 22 
0 10.5 13 .I 11.4 20.5 

~Base case, L = 18.8. ~Base case, L = 30.2. eSubcompact car. 
Base case, L = 18.3. Base case, L = 29.S. 

For carpools: c0a = ($1.25/17 mpgl + $0.092/mile 
= $0 .165/mile 

or (fuel cost/17) + 0.092. 

For vanpools: C0 v = ($1.25/10 mpg) + 0.065 
s $0 .19/mile 

or (fuel cost/10) + 0.065. 

If the cost of fuel were to increase at a rate 
greater than inflation, as has happ e ned in the past, 
the calcula ted equal-cost commut i ng distance would 
decrease, as shown in Table 1. Fuel cost is shown 
in 1980 dollars. The base calculations shown above 
are repeated for comparison. Not surprisingly, driv
ing alone is more sensitive to fuel cost than is 
carpooling. Central-pickup vanpools improve from 
being less costly beyond 30 miles at a fuel cost of 
$1. 25/gal to being less costly beyond 15 miles at a 
fuel cost of $3/gal. Front-door-service vanpools 
show less gain because their half-hour morning 
pickup time looms relatively larger for the s horter 
commut ing distance s at which costs of the compe ting 
modes become equal. 

Change i n Perce ived Cos t of Ope r ati ng Au tomobile 

Now suppose that the cost of fuel remains at $1.25/ 
gal, but an educational campaign succeeds in raising 
the perceived cost of driving to more realistic lev
els. First, assume that the average solo driver is 
made to recognize that the real cost of operating an 
average car is as follows: 

Cost 
Fuel 
Tires and oil 
Maintenance 
Insurance 
Total 

Amount /Mi le ($1980) 
0.073 
0.007 
0.045 
0.005 
0.13 

The insurance cost shown is the portion of auto
mobile insurance--approximately 15 percent--that 
depends on mileage driven. The results of a change 
in attitude are shown in Table l. The equal-cost 
commuting distance for front-door-service vanpools 
versus driving alone drops from 18.8 miles to 13.6 
miles. For central-pickup vanpools, the equal-cost 
commuting distance drops from 30 miles to 13 miles. 
Carpools are not included in the comparison because 
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the average perceived operating cost for them is 
already assumed to be $0.165/mile. 

Automobile operating costs should also include 
mileage depreciation. Other ownership costs such as 
insurance, loan interest, and age depreciation will 
not be assigned to the work trip because, in most 
cases, the commuting vehicle is used for other trips 
as well. However, driving to work does cause wear. 
If a conservative estimate of 7 cents/mile (initial 
cost minus salvage value equal to $7000 and 100 000 
miles of use) is added to operating costs of $0 .13/ 
mile, the total automobile operating cost is $0.20/ 
mile. 

Table l lists the equal-cost commuting distance 
calculated on the assumption of C0 a = $0.20/mile. 
In this case, vanpooling is less costly than driving 
alone for commuting distances exceeding 9.2 and 4 
miles. According to the models, vanpooling is now 
less costly than carpooling at commuting distances 
exceeding 17 and 20.5 miles . In these cost compari
sons, the operating cost of vans is held at $0.19/ 
mile because the mileage depreciation is being paid 
for as part of the monthly leasing cost. 

Suppose now that a commuter is aware of the full 
cost of operating an automobile but considers the 
expense of driving alone--or carpooling--in a sub
compact car having a fuel efficiency of 35 miles/ 
gal. Then, with all other costs at the 1980 level, 
fuel cost decreases from $0 .073/mile to $1. 25/35 = 
$0.036/mile. C0 a drops from $0.20/mile to $0.163/ 
mile. Ooubl ing of fuel efficiency decreases auto
mobile operating costs 19 percent. The new equal
cost commuting distances were calculated above. 
Vanpooling is still less costly than driving alone 
for commuting distances longer than 7-11 miles. 
Competition of vanpools with subcompact carpools is 
not significantly different from the base case. 

Chanqe i n Per ceive d Value of Time 

The last perceived parameter to be considered and 
listed in Table 1 is the value of time, T. Values 
of T from zero to $12/h, in addition to the base 
value of $6/h, were used in the cost models. Ac
cording to the models, the cost-competitiveness of 
central-pickup vanpools is more sensitive to per
ceived value of time (L decreases more with decreas
ing Tl than is the cost-competitiveness of front
door-service vanpools because the driving time to 
and from pickup increases proportionally to L. 
Driving-alone cost is also more sensitive to T than 
is carpooling cost. Insofar as value of time is 
linked to salary, the calculations indicate that 
vanpooling, if made available, should be attractive 
to low-income workers over smaller commuting dis
tances than to high-income workers. The present 
predominance of high-income vanpoolers [the average 
1980 household income in the MTA vanpool ( 21 survey 
was $30 061] may be the result of the ty~ of em
ployer that has cooperated in promoting vanpooling 
thus far as well as longer work trips made by hiqh
income workers (_~). 

VANPOOL INCENTIVES 

The previous section showed the effect of the cost 
of fuel and changes in perceived costs on the cost
competitiveness of vanpoolin9. There are also a 
variety of control measures that could be carried 
out to encourage vanpooling by reducing its cost 
relative to other commuting modes or by facilitating 
the initial purchase of a vehicle. 

Financial Measures 

All the vanpool calculations thus far have been for 
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Table 2. Variation in equal-cost commuting distance 
as result of vanpooling incentives. 

Incentive 

Front-Door 
Vanpools 
Versus 
Drive Alone• 

Front-Door 
Vanpools 
Versus 
Carpoolb 

Central-Pickup 
Vanpools 
Versus 
Drive Alone< 
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Central-Pickup 
Vanpools 
Versus 
Carpoold 

Company subsidy of 22 percent 
Tax rebate to purchasers of 
pool vans of 15 percent 

Interest-free van loans to pur-

15.9 
16.3 

15.l 

16.1 
16.2 

15.3 

20 
19.3 

17.5 

20.9 
21.4 

17.3 
chasers of pool vans 

Seven-passenger vans 
Priority parking 
Parking fee of $2 
HOV lane 

8Base CW1e1 L = 18. 8. 

a leased van. Maryland vanpool data show that fares 
in company-owned and owner-operated vanpools are 22 
percent lower than those in leased vanpools. This 
implies that corporations are subsidizing their van
pools in various ways, so that, for company-operated 
pools, altered cost figures should be used in the 
cost equation. If the van operating cost (Covl 
and the monthly fixed cost CCtvl are reduced ap
proximately 22 percent, from SO .19/mile to $0 .15/ 
mile and from $416/month to $324/month, respec
tivel.y, the equal-cost commuting distance will de
crease as shown in Table 2. 

If an individual purchased a $12 000 van with a 
four-year 14 percent loan in 1980, the monthly pay
ment would be $343.20. Assuming a salvage value of 
$3800 after four years, a 13-111ember pool should pay 
a total of $278. 86/month toward the loan. Monthly 
fixed costs (Cfvl would then amount to the fol
lowing: 

~ 
Loan payment 
Insurance 
License, fees 
Total 

Amount/Month ($1 
278.86 

46 .18 
2.50 

327.54 

If the owner were to receive a 15 percent federal 
tax rebate on the $12 000 purchase of the van for 
poolinq, and the $1800 rebate were spread over four 
years, the monthly rebate would be $37.50. Net 
fixed costs for the van would be decreased to 
$290. 04. If that value of Cfv along with the base 
value C0 v • SO .19/mile are used in the models, the 
equal-cost commuting radius would be reduced to the 
values shown in Table 2. Leqislation providinq such 
tax relief is being discussed by the United States 
Senate and House of Representatives (Bill S239, Sen
ator David Durenberger, Conqressional Record, Jan. 
22, 1981). 

An a.lternative financial proposal is to provide 
low-interest l.oans for purchase of vanpools. If a 
totdly interest-free four-year loan of $12 000 
coul.d be obtained, the monthly f i xed cost (Cfvl 
would be as follows: 

Cost 
Loan payment 
Insurance 
License, fees 
Total 

Amount/Month ($) 
185.66 
46.18 

2.50 
23'4:3'4 

The results of calculations shown in Table 2 indi
cate that low-interest or interest-free loans could 
be the most powerful of the three financial incen
tives discussed. The equal-cost distance would be 
reduced to 15.1-15.3 miles for front-door vanpools 
and 17.3-17.5 miles for central-pickup vanpools. 

21.6 
16.4 
9.7 

14.1 

bBase case, L = 18.3. 

Smaller vans 

21.4 

15.3 

cBase case, L = 30.2 . 

33.9 
25 

0 
10 

dBase case , L = 29.5. 
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15.9 

The calculations carried out earlier for a 45-
passenqer subscription bus suggest considerinq a 
smaller, Ugh ter van for poolinq. If a four-year 
$8000 loan at 14 percent was obtained for a seven
passenger van in 1980, the monthly loan payments 
minus salvaqe-value rebate would be $175 .11. The 
monthly fixed costs would then be as follows: 

~ 
Loan payment 

Amount/Month ($) 
175.11 

Insurance 
License, fees 
Total 

36.94 
2.50 

2i'i':'5s 
If the smaller van qets 13 miles to the qallon of 

fuel, the operating costs could be as follows: 

Cost 
Fuel 
Tires and oil 
Maintenance 
Mileaqe depreciation 
Total 

Amount/Month ($) 
0.096 
0.007 
0.051 
.!!..:.QQi 
0.16 

When these values of Cfv and C0 v are used in 
the models, the per-passenger costs are higher than 
those for 13-passenger vans and the equal-cost com
muting distances shown in Table 2 are longer than 
those for the base case. Liqhter 7-passenger vans 
are not so cost-effective as are 13-passenger vans. 

Parking Management 

One parking measure that is already in common use is 
the provision of convenient priority parking spaces 
for pool vehicles. If solo drivers are forced to 
park in a less convenient place (for example, one 
that is a 2.5-min walk further from the entrance to 
work), a 5-min ($0.50) time penalty is beinq imposed 
each day. The penalty is small, yet it causes a 
2- to 5- mile r eduction in the equal-cost dista.nce. 
The penalty would not be applied to carpools, so 
their competitive status relative to vanpools would 
remain unchanged. 

A much more drastic impact, comparable to the one 
produced by $3 fuel (Table 11 , would result from the 
imposition of a $2 parking fee on all commuting ve
hicles. The cost for a drive-alone c0mmuter would 
be $2/day: for a carpooler, $0.80/day: and for a 
vanpooler, $0.15/day. As shown in Table 2, vanpool
ing becomes less costly than 2. 5-pe r son carpool inq 
for all distances beyond 15-16 miles and le.ss costly 
than driving alone for even shorter d i stances. 

High-Occupancy-Vehicle (HOV) Lanes 

To conclude, consider a more costly measure--the 
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implementation of a reserved highway lane for car
pools and vanpools. Assume that the facility car
ries pool vehicles from their last pickup place to 
the edge of the central city or work area at 50 
mph. Following that , they must travel central-city 
streets for 2 miles at 11 mph. If that ohanqe in 
speed (S) is applied to the cost models, the equal
cost distance for vanpools versus dr ivinq alone is 
reduced from 18.8 and 30.2 miles to 14.1 and 10 
miles. The impact is significant, but no more than 
that of $2 fuel and less than that of a $2 daily 
parking fee, To implement HOV lanes in all commut
ing corridors would be prohibitively expensive. 

CONCLUSION 

Although employer promotion, computer-matching fa
cilities, and social factors are significant in the 
qrowth of vanpooling, an important question re
mains: Will it result i n a net time and money sav
ings for the co.mmuter? The cost relations developed 
in this paper are an attempt to express both time 
and money costs associated with commuting quanti ta
tively, so some cost comparison can be applied to 
alternative commuting modes for trips of different 
lengths. By usinq values obtained from surveys in 
the Baltimore region, the models indicate that car
pooling is cheaper than drivinq alone at all dis
tances considered. A front-door-service vanpool 
becomes less costly than carpooling or driving alone 
for commuting trips lonqer than 18 miles one way, 
approximately, but becomes less workable !'.or trips 
longer than 30 miles. Vans that pick up passengers 
at a few central places become more competitive at 
30 miles and beyond. These results are based on 
costs existing in 1980 for leased vans. 

If the cost of fuel increases or drivers' percep
tion of automobile operating costs becomes more 
realistic or ways to make van purchasing easier are 
initiated or free commuter parking is eliminated, 
vanpooling becomes cost-competitive for a much 
larger portion of work trips. If the commuting 
distance at which central-pickup vans are cost
competitive is decreased from 30 miles to 20 miles-
achievable in several ways, according to the calcu
lations--vanpooling 's share of the commuting market 
in Baltimore could increase by a factor of more than 
6. 

The connection between value of time and salary 
is not certain. However, the decrease in equal-cost 
commuting distance with decreasing value of time 
suggests that vanpooling, now a . conunuting mode -used 
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primarily by high- salaried workers, should be 
equally or more attractive to low-salaried employ
ees. Promotional efforts should recognize this. 

A final point can be made concerning the encour
agement of ridesharing by preferential treatment of 
high- occupancy vehicles, for example, the implemen
tation of traffic lanes reserved for carpools or 
vanpools. They should certainly be considered as 
part of new or widened freeway projects. However, 
to implement them in all corridors, thus to produce 
a significant impact on r idesharing, would be very 
costly and difficult to enforce. Furthermore, the 
models indicate that the impact of flOV lanes would 
be no greater than that of $2 gasoline, of motorists 
becoming aware of the real cost of operating an 
automobile, or of the eli.mination of free parking. 
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